
I am watching a movie about a woman getting caught with a beautiful man by her ugly husband. The latter is supposed to beat him up but the man is too beautiful and the husband beats an identical man. As he does so everyone starts laughing and I realize they are only staging the scene.

I am in the metro and get a message from my stepfather. He actually wants us to attend a seminar together in the Swedish capitol. He doesn't know I am no longer working there and I realize that I have anyway another appointment on that day. I then think of asking my girlfriend.

I am getting in a classroom and realize that my classmates have just finished an exam based on a book. I then seat in the back and one of them tells me how strict is the professor. I also want to read the book and take the exam and show the students how many books I have in my bag.

I am watching a movie about a group of Dutch women discussing about another woman who has donated blood to save her husband. They start walking through the fores without realizing that a German soldier is approaching. He is bad but there is also a nice soldier who will rescue them.

I am in my old American apartment talking to my Norwegian friend. I want to know how he is doing with his Japanese wife and their kid but he starts telling me openly about a Swedish girl he is dating. He then shows me a photo of them swimming in the lake where they first met.

I am in a gym training my arms pulling a road. The coach comes by and thinks I am doing fine but I get in a doubt whether I am training correctly and get on a normal cardio machine instead. It is an actual bike and I am about to go outside with it but then remember I have to pay.

I am in a big hardware store waiting a long time to get help. I finally ask one of the assistants whether they know my stepfather. They actually know my sister and immediately bring me what I need. They are two metal tube inside one another but they are galvanized and I need them thicker.

I am in a park walking with my daughter on my shoulder and an Indian guy. He is very silent and I ask what is the matter. He then tells me that he can no longer sleep at night and I tell him that he should get some help to interpret his dreams like I did when I had the same problem.

I am walking in an old city and start seeing some old Roman buildings. As I keep walking I come to a square and can see that at the end of it there is an important building. I then seat on a bike rack to film even though but there is a man in front of me. I then stand up to photograph instead.

I am in the terrace of an Italian restaurant with an English man. He is drinking white wine and I show him where the vineyard is. It is already getting dark but there is some dark spots of forests and I explain him how the vineyard of his white wine is right behind the one further away from us.

I am walking in a mountain path with a guy. I am actually bragging about how empty it is when we start meeting a lot of people walking the opposite direction. I then show him how they all have lamps and tell him that they are going up to a mountain to explore a big network of caves.

I am in a big museum with my girlfriend and two of her friends. There are very big artworks on show and I am actually quite bored but as I turn a corner I see in a small wall two of my artworks. I once sent them to a Danish curator and there is even the message I sent her in a frame.

I am talking to a friend about my holidays in a small village when my sister's husband tells us about their holidays. They drove down to a village in the south of a big lake. Our village was also in the south but much to the east and on the hills where it was not so warm as in the flat west side.

I am at my best friend wedding and realize that I am not among his witnesses. I actually look closely at him standing next to the altar and realize that he has a very fancy haircut. His hairs are red and very long on the top falling on his right side with the left side completely shaved.

I am getting in a supermarket to look for some glue to fix my camera. I actually find a whole sections with all kinds of glue and feel very happy about it. As I look more carefully I realize that I can buy liquid glue or in powder but it is all meant for wood and there is none meant for plastic.

I am in an apartment talking to an American man with my last name. He is eating some butter I took out of the fridge for him some hours before so that it is now soft. I then ask him if he also eats a cheese with our last name and then start talking to my American director in front of me.  

I am standing by a big outdoor swimming pool observing a boy with dark curly hairs. He actually looks like the son of a Croatian artist friend and I try to look for me but I only see another boy looking like him. On the other side of there is a grown up looking like my friend but he is too young.

I am walking in a city and see a small nightclub with people standing by the entrance. The doors are open and the music is playing so I decide to go inside but it is quite small and empty. There is actually an underground floor and I go down but all the girls are sleeping right on the floor.

I am on a big empty street with my girlfriend and find a red logo on the ground. I then pick it up and we keep walking towards a stadium. I then realize that the logo must be from a football team coming to play. I hang it on an empty billboard even though the fans of the other team can see me.

I am in a big underground tunnel with a lot of large graffiti. I have actually been assigned with repainting the last one and I get the idea of drilling small holes and cementing inside my memory. As I get there I see that the previous artist is still doing some projections on top of his graffiti. 

I am in my sister's apartment but tell her husband I have to go a floor down to prepare for the baptism  of my best friend's son. I then boil some water to bring to the ceremony but I don't know how to turn off the gas. We actually have to go and I just turn all the shutters in one direction.

I am walking with my girlfriend through a flea market dressing like a soldier. We find some stuff for free but continue further down to a stand where a family friend is working. We are about to say hi to her but then see that in the next stand there is our old mountain neighbour selling jewels.

I am trying to park my car in a small street but the space is too small. I then feel tempted to just push the car behind me further down. As I am about to do it I realize that there is a big parking lot just few meters away. I get in even though I don't know whether I will find a free spot there.

I am seating in a small German restaurant with my family. It is actually quite dark and see that there are only another group of people on the opposite side of the room. They are also Italian tourists and I decide to put on an old Italian rap song for my kids even though it sounds very cheesy.

I am in our Dutch house when my former Swedish supervisor shows up. I have actually made some salad and ask her if she wants it. She doesn't like onions and I go out to start a cooking sausages inside a big grill. It is in front of an ugly condominium and I wander if she minds where we live.

I am in house talking to the son my mountain neighbour's sister. He then tells me that they just went to the vet to get a bag of flies pregnant by a hippo. He then opens the bag and lets the flies out. I can see that they have small hippos on their wings but I am afraid they might fly around.

I am in an apartment with a lot of guests coming but too many things to do. I then keep it in the kitchen with my Russian friend and tell my girlfriend to also help me out. As I do so a very pretty girl arrives after a long journey by bus. She is also Russian and my friend starts flirting with her.

I am in a class seating behind an old schoolmate. He actually has a hole going through his arm and I ask him whether he knows where his parents come from. He then tells me that he has lived for some years with them in an Australian city but they are originally from nearby my village.

I am with a friend and I take him around the hills explaining how the people there have last names related to their old professions. We actually reach a newly built villa with a small lake in front. The sun reflects on the water and I find it really beautiful but not my friend who wants to leave.

I am entering a church in the middle of a service and go to seat at the very end carrying a product I just used for my project. I actually realize that it can be confused for a bomb but don't care and just keep standing to check my phone even though the priest is sending people to collect charity.

I am in my parents' city and meet my stepfather. I then tell him that I have to buy a shaving cream to my best friend but there are two shops on each side of the main square and cannot decide where to go. As I am actually crossing it I decide to only buy him a pair of shoe soles in the market.

I am at an opening of the Swedish art academy where I used to teach. There is actually a giant black board where the old students write that they wish me back as a teacher. I then walk with the new Indian students to meet the American director but his office his guarded by African soldiers.

I am walking with my girlfriend in a city and explain to her how a new law has decreased the amount of foreigners coming to the country. The road is actually under construction and there is a wooden plank to cross a small stream. The water is rather clean and I just jump in with my clothes.

I am biking in the countryside and reach my family villa. I then remember that it has been sold already and that the wife of my grandmother's brother lives in a new house not too far from there. I then bike to her and see that she is training her wrists with a ball and that my cousin is pregnant. 

I am walking with a group of tourists on the hills. I am supposed to bring them to a village before descending down to the beach. To that we need to cross an abandoned electric station but there is a homeless girl living inside and I loose track of the group watching how she gets ready to sleep.

I am in a workshop that I have just bought. The carpenter from my mountain village is supposed to help me renovate it but we find that the previous owner has already sprayed a layer of cement on the iron structure. The carpenter then tell me to only use pitch on it even though it is too liquid.

I am in a car with my step cousin. He is actually trying to sell it to me but I am not interested and don't ask any questions. He drives from the passenger seat back to his garage and tells me that I can get the car almost for free if I give him mine. I feel tempted to do it but my girlfriend says no. 

I am with two guys in a room and call my Polish friend to ask him if he wants to be part of our project. He is in doubt because of the permissions but I tell the guys to tell him that the cityhall has now given them. He agrees and they play on a guitar the song he composed for his contribution.

I am seating outside a small restaurant with my Russian friend and our girlfriends. There is little water left on the table and I go inside to get more. I then realize that my girlfriend picked a very expensive bottle and get a carafe with tap water but my friend's girlfriend is pregnant and gets angry.

I am in my mountain apartment when a truck arrives. My stepfather is inside and shows me how to recycle my trash in various containers. I then throw away a grinder I got from my mother but the driver tells me it is not really allowed. I then ask him if that is the official way of throwing trash.

I am watching a comedy on television showing a guy running up the staircase of a building. He is actually looking for his girlfriend but suddenly goes back down falling on the ground. I am expecting to run the opposite direction but he runs back up the staircase with another girl guiding him.

I am in a small field down a valley surrounded by forest. I have actually built a playground with round iron tubes and realize that I should have built my art installation with it. The field is also too far down and I decide to start dismantling the playground using a tube to open up all the joints.

I am with my girlfriend visiting my German friend in his mansion. He is actually upset with his girlfriend because he can no longer take part to an exhibition where he wanted to build a big metal sculpture. The latter actually leaves and my girlfriend tries to talk to him but he keeps upset.

I am in a small city where my dead grandparents now lives. My mother is with me and I ask her about the apartment she is renting for them. She then tells me that my grandmother is not happy about it even though it is quite close to the city and it is in on the seventh floor of a condominium.

I am in a Swiss small village with a friend but the roads are too narrows and suddenly I loose him. I can still hear him talking to two girls and I try to catch them but only see him going the opposite way. I then run after him and reach the girls he was talking to but he has disappeared.

I am in our Dutch house bedroom guarding my small daughter who is asleep in a shelf of my closet. A neighbour's kid manages to come in and wants to play with my daughter I tell him to be silent and try to get him out of the room. He actually manages to stay and pulls my daughter down.

I am in my parents' old house and get a phone call from my mother. She tells me to join her on the other side of the city for dinner and I get angry saying that it is already dark and she should come home. I then suspect that she is with another guy but then comes home with my stepfather.

I am driving a tractor through my mountain village and see my neighbour's son at a window. The engine is too loud and I can't hear him but I gesticulate to tell him that I will park the tractor and come to him. He does not hear me and comes down to teach me how to insert the four wheels.

I am seating on a sidewalk writing down the type of cars that passes. As I try to catch up with them I hear behind me my Danish curator friend accusing the fact that I take photographs in the public using people as a painter would use colours. I feel like replying to it but just keep seated.

I am walking through a square listening to a program on the radio. Suddenly I realize that the presenters are actually broadcasting from a small station right in front of me. I can see them through the windows with one of them getting angry about the others throwing tobacco in the toilette.

I am in an office applying for a new passport. An Italian lady is helping me to fill the form and tells me that I also need to list all the schools I have attended. I have many of them but only tell her the first. She also studied in a school nearby and tells me how her boyfriend is also studying there.

I am in a city with my Swedish artist friend. He is actually drunk and I help his daughter carry him. She wants to stop at a cafe and we seat him outside. The waiter arrives and she orders a bottle of whiskey for her father explaining that it is better he drinks that since she forgot his pills.

I am in a car with the leader of the Italian populist party. We are actually in a German city and need to park somewhere but don't want to spend too much money. I then show him the parking lines are not yellow but white on the other side of the river delimiting the city, We then give it a try.

I am in the underground of a building and see an artist working on a big iron sculpture of a man stretching his neck very long. I actually recognize it and realize that the man must be famous. An old man is next to him caressing the sculpted head to show him where to add more material.

I am with my son visiting an English neighbour in his apartment. As I talk to him I suddenly realize that my son is gone. I then call him and he comes out from another room. He was actually playing with the ball but he no longer has it. I then search for it and find it with the toilette brush.

I am in a museum preparing my portfolio to show at the entrance. There are actually a lot of papers I need to arrange and my old Iranian artist friend comes to tell me about her depression. I try to listen to her but the Swedish curator wants me to hurry and I manage to arrange the papers.

I am seating in the main square of my parents' city asking for charity with an old classmate. We good a few coins but a gypsy comes playing dice and steal them. My friend then takes me to a restaurant where he convinces the owner to let us pay only for one course. We can even drink for free.

I am in a small square with a group of international students. Most of them go to a museum and I am left with an Austrian girl. She takes me up to her room and we start kissing. As she tells me that she actually leaves on the Italian boarder I see that my girlfriend is also laying in a bed crying.

I am in a police station in the mountains and put on my ski pants to follow a relative on a rescue expedition. He is waiting outside with some other guys but we need a van to take us all on top of a mountain. One girl feels sick and then I calculate that we can all feet inside a normal car instead.

I am in a restaurant seating at the end of a long table and listening to a guy bragging that he is distributing orthopedic shoes around the country. My stepfather is actually seating on the other end of the table and I try to argue that he is the one behind the distribution but no one listens to me.

I am in a classroom facing the wall and it is actually time to pack my things and leave. I then realize that my baby son is also with me and I try to look for him. I see that he is actually able to walk and I follow him to a room with a small farm house with a button to shake all the toy animals.

I am at a small party with an old classmate. She is actually drinking liquor from a small plastic cup and I see that she almost finished it. I then take the cup from her to refill it with more liquor but my best friend starts serving white wine. I then suggest my friend to get another cup for that.

I am walking down a street and see that an old friend is biking with other friends the opposite way. I then turn around to meet them and try to see where my friend is but a Chinese girl gets in front of me. I don't remember her but we apparently dated and I did not give her my mobile number.

I am walking with a girl through a city and come to an small square. It is abandoned and I can hear undocumented immigrants staying illegally in a wooden house on top of a high pillar. I am also living illegally with the girl and she takes me to our place through a dark tunnel I never knew of.

I am watching the Italian news and see that a rapper from the south has spent years to work on a series. He is actually a friend of a friend and I call him up to ask him whether he will come to the north so that we can meet. He then tells me that there is nothing really interesting there for him.

I am with a couple in an abandoned building and get out of a window to enter another building. We find a glass door with the key and get inside but I realize that we are in the apartment of a single mother. I then get immediately out but one of us stays behind and I can see the cops coming.

I am outside my mountain apartment and see a big butterfly laying dead next to my car. As I am about to think of a way to catch it my neighbour's sister stops me. She is afraid the butterfly is still alive and suddenly we see her black body running away leaving the beautiful blue wings behind.

I am walking a small road in an abandoned city. There is no one around and I am about to record my thoughts when I see a guy approaching with a dog. I then reach a pond and see that there is a cafe with people on the opposite side. I then open a water cannon and hide behind a column.

I am in a small harbour checking out the map of an American city built by scholars using shipping containers. As I finally understand that it is upside down another scholar arrives with a nicely renovated wooden boat. He then wants us to help him download the last missing container.

I am in an apartment in the German capitol and talk to one of my roommates about the weather. There is now a gray overcast but she tells me that she woke up really early and was looking at the sky waiting for the tram. It was really blue then and suddenly turned gray as she got back home.

I am in a big gym with my girlfriend and my son looking at some people dancing. I also start dancing towards them and as I am about to approach them I realize that among them is an old university friend. We then hug and he tells me that he will be traveling to a Dutch city to get drunk.

I am in the forest trying to cut some trees down but the terrain is too slippery and there are too many tourists. I then go to a nearby shelter with other guys but see that one group of tourists is walking away with my chainsaw. I ask the guys to help me chase them and we manage to stop them.

I am watching a movie about an American agent reaching the top of a compound. There is a small opening in the ceiling but she is too fat to go through it. She then visits a Russian agent to ask for the entrance code to the ceiling but the latter wants the code to jeopardize her entire operation.

I am with my Danish curator friend in a federal prison and she asks to be arrested. I can see through the security cameras that she is placed in a cell and starts reading a magazine. She suddenly realizes that one page has been teared off and wants to get out again to find out who did it.

I am walking in the countryside by a river when it starts raining. I am actually pushing the stroller with my daughter inside and she starts getting all wet. I then run down the road to a city but it is too long and take a shortcut through a playground. Our car is parked there but I have no keys.

I am in a university waiting for some documents to get printed when I see my name on a new document. It is actually not mine and I realize that it is a contract between me and a publishing house. It does require my signature but some researcher is certainly using my own work. 

I am in a small village with a lot of young people taking part to a carnival. The organizer actually approaches me and proposes me to design wearable computers for everyone. He wants me to put a camera on each of them and I tell him that I could also using other devices like audio recorders.

I am walking with my girlfriend in a city and see an old Roman theater. They have actually rebuilt the seating staircase inside and we walk to the top. I want to take a video but there are only thin planks installed and a guard comes with his dog to kick us out. I then pretend to be a tourist.

I am in my mountain village talking to my son neighbour. He tells me to transport an old bath tub behind my old car and just do it without me behind inside. The car starts rolling downhill put I manage to get in before the cops drives up. I cannot break and manage to turn in a parking lot.

I am walking through a small second hand market. I have no money and think I don't need anything but then see a few things I need. I am anyway carrying my daughter in my arms and despise my mother who refused to take care of her. I then enter a supermarket and find some cheap pizzas.

I am in a building and enter an elevator with two other persons. I need to get to the ground floor and press the zero button but as we start going down I realize that the elevator is taking us to a tile shop underground. I then try to press another button but then think I can just walk the stairs.

I am in a school and see an old classmate approaching. I then lift my daughter up but she hits her head on the wall. It is nothing serious and my classmate tells me of the courses she is taking and the books she is reading. I then realize that she is still attending high school and did not age.

I am in an apartment with my old mountain neighbour. It is actually his apartment and I am leaving there with my family. As I am cleaning the table to make space for him I hear him talking to another neighbour complaining about the mess we leave. All the rooms are actually very tidy.

I am blocking a car in front of a supermarket and let the driver and his friend inside. I actually want to buy them a drink but one of them chooses two bottle of ice-tea. I tell him to only pick one but he then decides to pick another one. Mean time his friend is breaking up with his girlfriend.

I am walking next to a small lake at sunset and see a small hill. I then walk all the way to the top pulling myself up holding the high grass. As I reach the very top I find a precipice on the other side and don't there to turn around and film the sunset even though I am not at all that far.

I am getting in a shop with a beautiful Chinese girl. I have actually ordered shoes online and I shake hands with the owner. I then tell him that I also need a torch and he shows me one that can make a flame that doesn't burn the human skin. I then explain him that I need it to blacken metal.

I am at a restaurant with an old couple. The owner is actually an old film director and I call him up. The old couple was playing in his most famous movie but he doesn't recognize them. I tell him to take a closer look and he finally does. He then goes behind them so that I can take a picture.

I am walking down the staircase of a building with an old Danish friend. He is very silent and I ask him whether he has suffered of the fact he was left by a Swedish girl. We actually reach a train station and she is there having a party with other guys. My friend then tells me that he did suffer.

I am in a space station and see the Russian space-shuttle flying fast toward planet earth. I then talk to the other astronauts about at least following them and they finally agree. We then prepare to get in our space-shuttles but I suddenly realize that the Russians have hacked my camera.

I am with my Norwegian friend attending the lecture of a criminal pretending to be a film director. We are actually on his list and I whisper to him to just erase us from his memory. We then leave the room and go to the bottom floor but have to hide from the cops storming in the building.

I am in front of a local police station talking to the director. He tells me that if my girlfriend and I apply for a job there he is good at making sure we can work together. I am flattered but feel confused whether she should leave her current job and apply there or whether I should apply before her.

I am in the countryside with my daughter. She is actually a cartoon character and I see her bouncing across a stream. I am afraid she might fall inside but then see that it is frozen and there are already footstep of other people making a path across it. I then wonder how it froze down so fast.

I am with my girlfriend in a small apartment. We actually bought three frozen pizzas but realize that the oven is too small to warm them up. There are two former convicts also living in the apartment and they know how to warm the pizzas up. They put it on their bed and fold it like a burrito.

I am walking in the suburb of a big German city and cross a stadium towards the city center. I have already walked that way and I see that to the left there is a giant brick building with a very high tower. I haven't seen it before and decide to walk towards it even though there are many junkies. 

I am in a shopping mall and come to a small shop selling handmade shoes. The African owner wants me to try some sandals on and I already give him my credit card thinking they are very cheap. They are actually super expensive and I ask him to at least buy a pair of mountain boots instead.

I am in my parents' city driving with my stepsister up to the main sanctuary. We are using my mother old car but it really struggle to go up hill. The sky is actually blue and I regret having come by car. I wish I could have run up the hill but see how much pollution cars are leaving in the air.

I am in an apartment with other students getting ready to go to school with them. I suddenly realize we could have an exam about a book I read a long time ago but I don't remember anything about it. I ask the other students but they cannot really tell me and one of them says it is possible.

I am working in the mountain field where I am planning to do my installation. There are  three other guys with me and we decide to level the ground. We then go down to our village and I discuss with one of them what kind of tools we need but he asks me for my car keys to pick up his sister.

I am in a small shop talking to the owner when one of his friends comes to visit him from a faraway city. She brought him a hat as a present and shows him how one needs to interweave the threads of the same colours to create it. He actually gives it to me but I do not manage to do the back.

I am checking a map of the Scandinavian peninsula. I actually want to spot where an Indian friend lives and how far he has to travel to visit his father. He actually lives all the way to the north but inland. I first think that his father lives on the west coast but then find an old town to the east.


